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It lived in the shadows, it watched us, it waited, And now the time has finally
come…
The BEAST has arrived!
It is hungry for TRX and CREED!
Feed the beast and watch it grow!

WHAT IS CREED FINANCE BEAST?
Creed finance beast (CFB) is a brand new product created by the Creed Finance
team. It is a low supply, high interest store of value token which utilises a proof
of ownership model and has a dynamic pricing structure, as each CFB token is
sold the price will increase, holders of CFB will receive profits based on the
company sales of both CFB and CREED tokens for as long as they hold the token,
please note the value and rewards associated with CFB is obtained by DIRECT
purchase from the Creed Finance team ONLY,

HOW IT WORKS?
CFB is designed to give our investors extreme, sustainable profits for as long as
they decide to hold the tokens, as the company and sales grow so too will the
rewards, each CFB bought (max 5 per person) entitles the holders to 10% of all
Creed token sales after 15th March and 30% of all CFB sales after 27th March,
which will go into the reward pool.

CFB PRICING

CFB has been designed with a dynamic pricing model in mind, for every CFB that
is sold, the price will increase by 50 TRX or 40 Creed, to give an example of this:
The first CFB will cost 1000 TRX or 750 CREED
The second will cost 1050 TRX or 790 CREED
And so on until all 1000 CFB have been sold, this pricing structure means our
investors continue to make more profits as the sales increase, the FINAL CFB will
cost 51,000 TRX or 40,750 CREED, this means our investors will get a share of
15,300 TRX on top of the BP

CFB REWARD POOL
The Creed Finance Beast reward pool (BP) will hold 10% of all CREED sales and
30% of all CBF sales, 30% of the BP will be distributed to all CFB holders on the
specified dates and 70% will remain in the BP, the aim of this is to steadily but
surely grow the BP and investors profits.
Example to understand how it works:
20,000 CREED sold is 24,000 TRX. 10% = 2,400 TRX
10 CFB sold makes 14,700 TRX. 30%= 4,410 TRX
Total BP is 6810 TRX
30% of BP, 2043 TRX will be distributed to 10 CFB holders, this means each
holder will get 204 TRX
70% of BP, 4,767 TRX will remain in the BP to grow future rewards
The CFB remaining and BP can both be viewed on tronscan at address
TN8brT4rTsXp7b7Dae7V1mdDi19d8XNfXt
https://tronscan.org/#/address/TN8brT4rTsXp7b7Dae7V1mdDi19d8XNfXt

PAYMENT DATES
666 is the number of the beast, he has split this into the 6th, 16th and 26th of
each month, be ready for him clawing at your door!
Rewards from the BP will be sent in TRX to all ELIGIBLE holders
To qualify for rewards you must;
Buy CFB DIRECTLY from Creed Finance and hold it in your wallet

BEAST BURN

The beast is hungry for CREED! After every sale of CFB, 100,000 CREED will be
BURNED from the main supply, this will further increase the value of CREED, once
all 1000 CFB have been sold, the total amount of burned CREED will be 100
MILLION!

BEAST BUY BACK
After 100 CFB have been sold, the team will initiate the buy back phase, this will
be an opportunity for investors to sell back CFB to us at a minimum of 200%!!!
Eg: bought for 4000 TRX, we will buy back for 8000 TRX.
Upon launching the buy back plan we will also offer middleman services (beast
ca9ve) where people can sell CFB to another investor who will continue getting
the rewards,

BEASt CAVE
2 souls enter…. only one will leave
Beast cave is Creed Finance teams middleman service, anyone who is holding
CFB and wishes to sell to another person can use the BEAST CAVE, services will
cost 10% of the total trade value;
Eg if a Seller has 4 CFB for sale at 10k TRX, middleman service fee will be 1,000
TRX. No fees will be taken from the buyer. PLEASE NOTE THIS IS THE ONLY WAY
PEOPLE WHO BUY CFB WITHOUT BUYING DIRECTLY FROM THE CREED FINANCE TEAM
WILL RECEIVE ANY REWARDS.

INFORMATION ON CFB SUPPLY
1000 CFB was created on smart contract address:
TKjZSvb3k9SmZFZ1JM5mx9pqmv49ho5GLo
All 1000 have now been sent to the official CFB main wallet address:
TN8brT4rTsXp7b7Dae7V1mdDi19d8XNfXt

OFFICIAL TELEGRAM
https://t.me/creedfinanceplan

DISCLAIMER
The owner of CREED FINANCE is solely responsible for the company and
investments. The accounts and investments are completely under his control.
Every investor should be contacting him or the CEO through telegram before
investing to confirm their investments are safe. The Creed Investment team will
NOT be held liable for wrong transactions to the account stated above, but take
full responsibility for the transactions sent to investor's confirmed addresses
by us.

The BEAST is always watching
#THE_BEAST_HAS_ARRIVED

